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Abstract: Sun-induced Fluorescence (SIF) and Photochemical Reflectance Index (PRI) data were
collected in the field over maize to study their diurnal responses to different water stresses at the
canopy scale. An automated field spectroscopy system was used to obtain continuous and long-term
measurements of maize canopy in four field plots with different irrigation treatments. This system
collects visible to near-infrared spectra with a spectrometer, which provides a sub-nanometer spectral
resolution in the spectral range of 480~850 nm. The red SIF (FR) and far red SIF (FFR) data were
retrieved by Spectral Fitting Methods (SFM) in the O2-A band and O2-B band, respectively. In addition
to PRI, ∆PRI values were derived from PRI by subtracting an early morning PRI value. Photosynthetic
active radiation (PAR) data, the canopy fraction of absorbed PAR (fPAR), and the air/canopy
temperature and photosystem II operating efficiency (YII) at the leaf scale were collected concurrently.
In this paper, the diurnal dynamics of each parameter before and after watering at the jointing stage
were compared. The results showed that (i) both FR and FFR decreased under water stress, but FR

always peaked at noon, and the peak of FFR advanced with the increase in stress. Leaf folding and
the increase in Non-photochemical Quenching (NPQ) are the main reasons for this trend. Leaf YII
gradually decreased from 8:00 to 14:00 and then recovered. In drought, leaf YII was smaller and
decreased more rapidly. Therefore, the fluorescence yield at both the leaf and canopy scale responded
to water stress. (ii) As good indicators of changes in NPQ, diurnal PRI and ∆PRI data also showed
specific decreases due to water stress. ∆PRI can eliminate the impact of canopy structure. Under
water stress, ∆PRI decreased rapidly from 8:00 to 13:00, and the maximum range of this decrease
was approximately 0.05. After 13:00, their values started to increase but could not recover to their
morning level. (iii) Higher canopy-air temperature differences (∆T) indicate that stomatal closure
leads to an increase in leaf temperature, which maintains a higher state in the afternoon. In summary,
to cope with water stress, both leaf folding and changes in physiology are activated. To monitor
drought, SIF performs best around midday, and PRI is better after noon.
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1. Introduction

Water availability is considered a main factor restricting crop growth and yield. Meantime, water
scarcity is increasing in many areas in northern China. The contradiction between water supply
and demand has made improving the water use efficient in agriculture more urgent. In northern
China, maize and wheat are widely cultivated and require large amounts of irrigation water. To avoid
wasting water and crop loss, it is essential to assess the water status of crops to schedule irrigation in a
timely manner.

Plants undergo a series of physical and physiological responses to water stress. Photosynthesis is
a physiological process that is very sensitive to water stress [1]. On the one hand, stomatal closure
occurs to prevent water vapor loss at moderate water deficits [2,3], which leads to a decrease in
evaporative cooling and an increase in the temperature of the plant leaf [4]. Stomatal closure will result
in a decrease in the intercellular carbon dioxide concentration and affect photosynthesis [3,5]. At the
same time, the increase in leaf temperature will indirectly affect the photosynthesis dark reaction.
Therefore, using information about the physiological status of a plant can be used to detect water stress
in a more timely manner.

SIF is emitted from the vegetation light reactions of photosynthesis after a plant absorbs sunlight,
which can provide a direct measure of the photosynthetic function at sub-optimal environmental
conditions [6–9]. Some studies have demonstrated that SIF is an effective optical signal that can
be linked to physiological status [1,6,10–12]. Some work has been conducted using SIF to track
physiological data at the leaf scale, but the efficiency of using this tracking to study this relationship is
unclear when the scale is expanded to the canopy level. Therefore, studying the behavior of SIF in red
(FR) and far red (FFR) wavelengths can be used to track the stress of plants that are physiologically
stressed by water deficit [4,13–16]. Nevertheless, the SIF intensity at the canopy scale depends on the
fluorescence yield, which can represent the physiological status of the plant and the canopy structure,
which affects the absorbed solar light and the fluorescence that escapes from the canopy [17,18].
Therefore, accurately estimating the canopy fluorescence yield requires eliminating the effect of the
canopy structure. Thus, canopy fPAR data are necessary to estimate the canopy SIF yield.

PRI is also an effective index that can reflect the dynamic photoprotective mechanisms of a plant
to excess light [11,12]. For plants, the de-epoxidation of violaxanthin to zeaxanthin under excessive
light causes a decrease in leaf reflectance near 531 nm; this process reverts under limiting light, which
is called the xanthophyll cycle [12]. The xanthophyll cycle is related to heat dissipation as a protective
mechanism of a plant [19]. Thus, PRI can potentially be used to detect physiological changes in plants
using remote sensing devices. Analogous to NDVI, PRI is calculated using Equation (1), which uses
reflectance at 531 nm and a reference reflectance at 570 nm that is insensitive to the xanthophyll
cycle [11]. It has been demonstrated that PRI can track changes in the photosynthesis and water stress
of plants at the canopy level using ground or aerial platforms [4,12,16,20].

PRI =
R531 − R570

R531 + R570
(1)

Nevertheless, little work has been conducted on the highly temporally variable diurnal variations
in SIF and PRI at different stress levels, which is crucial for further studying the relationship between
SIF and photosynthesis and can provide evidence for selecting the optimal times for monitoring
plant water stress. In addition, we need to know whether SIF and PRI can be used to efficiently
track dynamic physiological variations under natural environments at the diurnal scale. Recent work
has demonstrated that the relationship between light use efficiency (LUE, defined as the amount
of assimilated CO2 per absorbed photons) and fluorescence yield changes over time during a day
(morning and afternoon) [7]. From the perspective of detecting stress, it is necessary to determine the
optimal detection time. A study using an airborne platform discussed this issue, which demonstrated
that PRI and SIF are the best water stress indicators in the afternoon using three measurements per
day [16]. However, due to the measurement limitations of airborne levels, some detailed diurnal
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information cannot be captured. Further work is needed to advance our understanding of SIF and PRI
to assess the dynamic responses to changing environments at the canopy scale.

In this study, we used near-surface remote sensing platforms to conduct high-frequency
measurements to different stress levels in maize. The PRI and SIF values at the O2-A and O2-B
bands were estimated based on canopy radiance data and reflectance spectra. We established some
hypotheses: true LAI and pigment contents remain stable overnight; and maize can quickly recover
after watering. Combined with other structure and physiology measurements, the diurnal responses
of these parameters to different water stresses are presented. The specific objectives were to (i) assess
the responses of diurnal SIF and PRI to water stress for maize at the canopy level; (ii) determine the
optimal detection time for water stress for SIF and PRI during a day; and (iii) discuss the response
mechanisms of the canopy structure and changes in the physiology of maize due to water stress.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Experimental Scheme

The study area was located in Gucheng, Baoding city, China (39.14455◦ N, 115.73785◦ E), where the
area of every plot was 2 m × 4 m. To avoid the exchange of soil moisture, plots were separated by
concrete walls. A movable rain shelter was placed over these plots to protect against rainfall (Figure 1).
In this experiment, maize was sown on 27 June 2017. During the growth of maize, the soil moisture of
each plot was controlled by artificial irrigation.Remote Sens. 2018, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW  4 of 17 
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Figure 1. Experimental field area and automatic observation system.

Experimental observations were conducted for 4 plots, which had different irrigation amounts
from the seeding to the jointing stage. The total irrigation amounts for the 4 plots were 0.9 m3, 0.48 m3,
0.8 m3, and 0.48 m3; each plot had an area of 8 m2 before measuring, which imposed different water
deficits on these plots (named Irr0, Irr1, Irr2, and Irr3, respectively). The field campaign was conducted
on 30 July, 31 July, 3 August and 4 August, for a total of 4 days (Day1, Day2, Day3, and Day4 were
used to represent the 4 days). During measuring, irrigation was carried out for the different plots after
18:00 on 30 July and 3 August (shown in Table 1). Thus, we compared the changes in physiology and
canopy structure related to water deficit and after re-watering.
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Table 1. Water regimes of 4 plots. Irrigation was conducted at night on Day1 (30 July) and Day3
(3 August). The cumulative amount prior to measuring represents the total irrigation amount at
different growth stages before the field campaign.

Plots Cumulative Amount Prior to Measuring Day1 Day2 Day3 Day4

Irr0 (m3) 0.9 – – 0.4 –
Irr1 (m3) 0.48 0.3 – 0.2 –
Irr2 (m3) 0.8 – – 0.3 –
Irr3 (m3) 0.48 0.16 – 0.16 –

2.2. Spectroscopy Measurements

To continuously measure different plots in the long term, an automatic comparative observation
system AutoSIF (Bergsun Inc., Beijing, China) was used, which was improved based on a previous
version [21]. A MPM-2000 Optical Multiplexer (Ocean Optics Inc., Dunedin, FL, USA) was used to
automatically switch the light path between different targets. An up-looking CC-3 cosine-corrected
irradiance probe (Ocean Optics Inc., Dunedin, FL, USA) was used to collect the down-welling
irradiance. Down-looking bare optical fibers with a Field-Of-View (FOV) of 25◦ were used to measure
the up-welling radiance from the canopy at the nadir (Figure 1). A spectrally and radiometrically
calibrated spectrometer QE65Pro (Ocean Optics Inc., Dunedin, FL, USA) was embedded in this system
to collect spectroscopy data. Its spectral range, spectral resolution and sampling interval were 480 nm,
~850 nm, 0.9 nm, and 0.4 nm, respectively.

2.3. Field Data Measurement

In this study, PAR data were measured every minute using LI-190R equipped with an LI-1500
radiation illuminance measuring instrument (Li-Cor Biosciences, Lincoln, NE, USA). Canopy fPAR data
were measured using two methods. The first method was manual measurement using an AccuPAR
LP-80 plant canopy analyzer (Decagon Devices Inc., Pullman, WA, USA). These data were measured
5 times every day from morning to afternoon in all plots. These data were also used to estimate the
leaf area index (LAI) according to the operator’s manual of the AccuPAR LP-80 (Table 2). The other
method was automatic measurement using FAPARNet (StarViewer Co. LTD, Beijing, China) to collect
high-temporal-frequency fPAR data in plots Irr0 and Irr1. Both methods estimate fPAR according to
Equation (2).

fPAR =

(
PAR↓AC − PAR↑AC

)
−

(
PAR↓BC − PAR↑BC

)
PAR↓AC

(2)

where PAR↓AC is the PAR that arrives at the above canopy, PAR↑AC is the PAR that is reflected by the
canopy, PAR↓BC is the PAR that reaches the bottom through the canopy, and PAR↑BC is the PAR that is
reflected by the soil background.

Table 2. Leaf area index (LAI) values and chlorophyll contents of every plot during the experiment.
Effective LAI values were estimated using the measurements of AccuPAR LP-80 at 10 a.m.

Date Day1 Day2 Day3 Day4

Effective LAI

Irr0 5.74 5.48 5.94 5.79
Irr1 2.18 3.13 3.39 3.49
Irr2 4.14 3.56 3.84 4.53
Irr3 2.5 2.9 3.11 3.3

Relative Chlorophyll
content (no unit)

Irr0 36.18 – 34.51 –
Irr1 38.05 – 36.84 –
Irr2 32.32 – 34.14 –
Irr3 38.79 – 35.04 –
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Canopy temperature (Tcanopy) values were automatically collected every 5 min using an infrared
temperature sensor SI-411 (Apogee Instruments Inc., Logan, UT, USA), which was installed on the
observation frame together with optical fibers (Figure 1). Air temperature (Tair) data were provided
by the local weather station. In this study, the canopy-air temperature difference (∆T), calculated by
Equation (3), was adopted to analyze the temperature anomaly of the canopy under drought stress.

∆T = Tcanopy − Tair (3)

Relative leaf chlorophyll contents were measured 4 times with a SPAD-502 m (Osaka, Minolta,
Japan) during the entire experiment. Five strains of maize were randomly selected for each plot,
and their chlorophyll contents were measured from the penultimate and antepenultimate leaves
(Table 2).

Every 2 h, the Pulse-Amplitude-Modulated Fluorometer PAM-2500 (Heinz Walz GmbH, Effeltrich,
Bavaria, Germany) measured the steady state fluorescence (Ft) and maximum fluorescence (F′m) values
induced by saturation pulses, which were used to estimate the PSII operating efficiency (YII) using
Equation (4) In order to obtain leaf measurements that represented the canopy, the penultimate and
antepenultimate leaves were randomly selected from 6 strains of maize in every plot.

YII =
F′m − Ft

F′m
(4)

2.4. Calculations of SIF, SIF Yield and PRI

Spectral Fitting Methods (SFM) [22] were used to calculate SIF for the O2-A and O2-B bands.
Because SFM uses polynomials to simulate reflectance and obtain a fluorescence spectral curve,
the value of the degree of the polynomials has a great influence on the calculation results. In addition,
the range of the spectrum also plays a primary role in estimating the SIF. Based on previous literature
and our own tests [21,22], linear and quadratic polynomials were used to represent the shapes
of the fluorescence and reflectance curves, respectively, in this study. The spectrum ranges of
685.151~690.025 nm and 757.043~767.989 nm were used to estimate FR and FFR, respectively. Sabater
et al. find the uncorrected oxygen transmittance between target and sensor distance of 10 m can
lead to distinct SIF relative errors [23]. However, in our study, oxygen (O2) absorption may be weak
because of shorter distance (about 2 m) and adoption of SFM method. We ignore the oxygen (O2)
absorption effect.

The canopy SIF/PAR values indicate the efficiency of the fluorescence emissions of a canopy.
Canopy SIF/PAR data are related to both fPAR and fluorescence use efficiency (SIFyield). The fPAR
represents the ability of the canopy to absorb PAR. SIFyield represents the ratio of the absorbed PAR
to the fluorescence. SIFyield was calculated using Equation (5).

SIFyield =
SIF

PAR ∗ fPAR
(5)

The change in the PRI (∆PRI), which is obtained by subtracting the PRI value at the “light state”
from the PRI value at the “dark state” (PRI0), can reflect the facultative effects of the xanthophyll
cycle [24]. Although the local sunrise was at about 6 o’clock, we found that PRI remains stable until 8:00.
Thus, in this research, we used the PRI value in the early morning at 8:00. as PRI0 because the absorbed
energy is still efficiently trapped for photosynthesis during the early morning and photoprotection is
not activated [25]. Therefore, in the study, ∆PRI was calculated using Equation (6) to reflect the diurnal
effects of the xanthophyll cycle.

∆PRI = PRIt − PRI0 (6)

where PRIt is the real-time PRI.
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3. Results

3.1. Diurnal SIF, PRI, and ∆T

In Figure 2, the measured diurnal FFR, PAR and fitted FFR data are shown. According to the
diurnal PAR of the four days, it is clear that the weather was sunny and steady for most of the
observation period. When the incoming light was unstable, both FR and FFR varied with the PAR
(Figures 2 and 3). The FFR values are consistent with the prior irrigation amount (Irr0 > Irr2 > Irr1 =
Irr3) in Figure 1 on Day1. In Figures 2 and 3, quadratic polynomial was used to fit measured data and
the R2 of the fittings for Figures 2 and 3 were shown in Tables S1 and S2. From the fitted data, it is
clear that under drought conditions, FFR decreased, and the peak times advanced. The magnitude of
the advance increased with the severity of the drought. The peaks appeared as early as 8 o’clock to
9 o’clock (Figure 2 Day1). After re-watering on the evenings of 30 July and 3 August, the FFR values
of those that were watered exhibited an obvious increase. When the drought eased, the size of FFR

changed synchronously with PAR and reached its maximum at noon, as shown in Figure 2 Day4.
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Figure 2. Diurnal far red fluorescence (FFR) data, with Day1 to Day4 representing the 4 observation
dates (30 July, 31 July, 3 August, 4 August). Scatter points represent measured data, and the solid line
represents fitted data of Sun-induced Fluorescence (SIF). Magenta triangles represents peak value of
fitted data. On the evening of Day1, Irr1 and Irr3 were watered 0.3 m3 and 0.16 m3, respectively. On the
evening of Day3, Irr0, Irr1, Irr2, and Irr3 were watered 0.4 m3, 0.2 m3, 0.3 m3, and 0.16 m3, respectively.
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Figure 3. Diurnal red fluorescence (FR) data, with Day1 to Day4 representing 4 observation dates
(30 July, 31 July, 3 August, 4 August). Scatter points represent measured data, and solid line represents
fitted data of SIF. Magenta triangles represents peak value of fitted data. On the evening of Day1, Irr1
and Irr3 were watered 0.3 m3 and 0.16 m3, respectively. On the evening of Day3, Irr0, Irr1, Irr2, and Irr3
were watered 0.4 m3, 0.2 m3, 0.3 m3, and 0.16 m3, respectively.

Due to the weak canopy fluorescence and narrow absorption band at the O-B band, the estimated
FR data are noisier than the FFR data. Therefore, these data were smoothed using the nearest three
values, and the results are shown in Figure 3. The values of FR were smaller than those of FFR. During
drought, FR also decreased. However, unlike FFR, the peak of FR did not advance and still occurred
at noon.

PRI can also characterize water stress, as shown in Figure S1. It is clear that PRI increased after
watering. Compared with ∆PRI (Figure 4), there were some differences in the order of the values.
For example, the PRI value of Irr1 was larger than that of Irr3 on the Day1, but they had the same
irrigation amount. The main reason for this was that LAI had a non-negligible effect on the canopy
PRI. To eliminate this effect, the relative change in PRI, that is, ∆PRI, was better for comparing the
changes in PRI with different LAI values.
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Figure 4. Diurnal ∆PRI during experiment, with Day1 to Day4 representing the 4 observation dates
(30 July, 31 July, 3 August, 4 August). On the evening of Day1, Irr1 and Irr3 were watered 0.3 m3 and
0.16 m3, respectively. On the evening of Day3, Irr0, Irr1, Irr2 and Irr3 were watered 0.4 m3, 0.2 m3,
0.3 m3 and 0.16 m3, respectively.

On a given day, ∆PRI started to decrease from 8:00 until approximately 13:00 and then increased
at different magnitudes for different water conditions (Figure 4). For Irr0, which had a higher soil water
content and LAI value, its ∆PRI exhibited only a slight decrease near midday, and its PRI maintained a
range from approximately 0 to −0.01 all day long. For the water-stressed plots, ∆PRI declined steeply
in the morning and started to increase gradually after 13:00, but it could not recover to its original
value in the morning. By noon, the difference between the dry and non-dry ∆PRI values was greatest
and lasted until 16:00. After watering, ∆PRI had a remarkable response and showed similar patterns
as Irr0, as shown in Figure 4 Day2. The time when ∆PRI reached its minimum during a day did not
change significantly with different water stress conditions.

During the experiment, the air temperature generally increased from 8:00 to 16:00. Most of the
time, ∆T rose and then fell during a day, reaching a maximum at approximately 13:00. In the absence of
drought stress, the change range of ∆T in a day is small, and the maximum value is no more than 3 ◦C
(e.g., the diurnal ∆T of plot Irr0 in Figure 5 Day1). Under drought stress, ∆T increased significantly
from 8:00 to 13:00. The more severe the stress was, the faster ∆T rose. The maximum value of ∆T could
reach 10 ◦C (Figure 5). By noon, the difference between dry and non-dry ∆T was greatest and lasted
until 16:00. After watering, ∆T obviously decreased, as shown in Figure 5 (Day2, Day4). ∆T can be a
efffective indicator of stomatal cluosure. So there were differences between morning and after noon in
stomatal closure for those plots.
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Figure 5. Differences between diurnal variations in canopy temperature and air temperature (∆T)
during the experiment, with Day1 to Day4 representing the four observation dates (30 July, 31 July,
3 August, 4 August). On the evening of Day1, Irr1 and Irr3 were watered 0.3 m3 and 0.16 m3,
respectively. On the evening of Day3, Irr0, Irr1, Irr2, and Irr3 were watered 0.4 m3, 0.2 m3, 0.3 m3,
and 0.16 m3, respectively.

3.2. Diurnal SIF/PAR and SIF Yield

As shown in Figures 2 and 3, the SIF values were dominated by irradiance. By normalizing the
SIF data using PAR, the effects of factors other than irradiance can be shown [26]. Under no water
stress, the normalized far red SIF (FFR/PAR) values gradually decreased from 8:00 to 15:00 and then
increased (Figure 6). On the afternoon of Day4, the recovery of FFR/PAR was disturbed by cloudy
weather. Under drought stress, FFR/PAR decreased more rapidly before 12:00 and then remained
stable until it started to recover after 15:00. Unlike FFR/PAR, the daily change trends of FR/PAR (not
shown) were not obvious, which may be due to the effects of data noise or FR intrinsic characteristic.

Normalized SIF can be considered to reflect the apparent fluorescence emission efficiency, which is
the combination of the ability of the canopy to absorb PAR and the ability to convert the absorbed
PAR into fluorescence. To distinguish the effects of these two abilities, fPAR data were measured
in two ways in this study. An AccuPAR LP-80 was used to measure fPAR for all plots five times a
day. A FAPARNet was used to continuously measure fPAR for plot Irr0 and Irr1 at high frequency.
Although the sampling frequencies were different, the daily variation trends of the results of these
two methods were consistent (Figure 7). These results show that fPAR declined at noon, when more
sunlight reached the ground at noon and was absorbed and reflected by soil. These observed decreases
increased under drought. During drought, the maize leaves gradually wilted in the morning as the
light increased. As the leaves wilted, the effective leaf area gradually decreased. This resulted in more
direct sunlight reaching the ground.
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Figure 6. Diurnal variations in far red SIF (FFR) normalized by photosynthetic active radiation (PAR)
during the experiment, with Day1 to Day4 representing the four observation dates (30 July, 31 July,
3 August, 4 August). On the evening of Day1, Irr1 and Irr3 were watered 0.3 m3 and 0.16 m3,
respectively. On the evening of Day3, Irr0, Irr1, Irr2, and Irr3 were watered 0.4 m3, 0.2 m3, 0.3 m3,
and 0.16 m3, respectively.

To analyze the change in the ability to convert the absorbed PAR into fluorescence, the SIF yields
of plots Irr0 and Irr1 were calculated by normalizing the SIF data using APAR data, which were
estimated by the high-frequency fPAR collected by the FAPARNet (Figure 8). The FFR yield and FR

yield both decreased from morning until approximately 15:00, but the slopes of these decreases in yield
were different. The FFR yield decreased faster than the FR yield. In Figure 8 Day1 for Irr1, obvious
‘bulges’ occur at midday. There may be two reasons why the SIF yield increased significantly at noon.
The first is physiological changes. The second one is that the fPAR data measured at noon cannot
reflect the true absorption of chlorophyll [27]. Further research is needed to determine the real reason.
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Figure 7. Diurnal variations in absorbed PAR (fPAR) during the experiment, with Day1 to
Day4 representing four observation dates (30 July, 31 July, 3 August, 4 August). The fPAR data
measured by AccuPAR LP-80 are symbolized using LP80. The postfix FAPARNet represents the
high-temporal-frequency fPAR data in plots Irr0 and Irr1.
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Figure 8. Diurnal variations in SIF yield (760 nm, 687 nm) for Irr0 and Irr1 plot in 30 July and 31 July.
The two pictures above represent the plot Irr0. The two pictures below represent the plot Irr1. For these
two plots, we use a continuous measurement device to obtain high-frequency fPAR data.

3.3. Leaf YI I

YII indicates the quantum yield of linear electron flux (LEF) through the PSII reaction
centers, which can be used to represent the PSII operating efficiency under different environmental
conditions [28]. The values of YII measured in leaves by PAM2500 are shown in Figure 9. The diurnal
YII values of the Irr0 plot, which has no drought stress, decreased slightly from 8:00 to midday and
then increased. Under drought stress, the YII values are smaller and decreased faster than those of the
plots without stress. YII significantly increased after irrigation. It isn’t clear that the change pattern
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of Day3 was different other days. There are some abnormal data, which resulted from cloudy sky
conditions, such as those observed at 10:00 in Figure 9 Day2 and 16:00 in Figure 9 Day4. Because the
photochemical yield will increase under low-light conditions [29], YII showed a steep increase when it
was cloudy.Remote Sens. 2018, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW  12 of 17 
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Figure 9. Diurnal variations in photosystem II operating efficiency (YII) during the experiment, with
Day1 to Day4 representing the four observation dates (30 July, 31 July, 3 August, 4 August, respectively).

Figure 10 shows the relationship between the leaf YII and the canopy ∆PRI or FFR yield at
different times for four days. Due to the same diurnal trend of ∆PRI and PRI, ∆PRI was chosen to
study the relationship. The two scatter plots have a good linear relationship after 8:00. In the afternoon,
there were higher values of R2, which means that PRI can better respond to the PSII operating efficiency
during this time. The relationship between YII and the FFR yield was significant but weaker (R2 = 0.38)
than that of PRI. Consistent with PRI, the FFR yield also had higher R2 values from 10:00 to 14:00.
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4. Discussion

Plants have a range of response mechanisms that they use to cope with the stress imposed by a
water deficit. Changes in the canopy structure and physiology are the main mechanisms in this coping
process; this framework is shown in Figure 11. In this study, water stress was imposed on maize,
which then recovered, and both physiology and structure information were measured to determine
how they changed.
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Figure 11. The framework of how plants cope with water stress. The dotted line indicates an indirect
effect. Ellipses indicate measurable data.

On the one hand, leaf folding occurs to reduce water evapotranspiration under water stress. Leaf
folding directly leads to a decrease in LAI. In this research, for instance, the LAI of Irr1 significantly
increased from 2.18 to 3.13 after watering on the evening of Day1. If we assume that true LAI values
do not change overnight, then it can be inferred that the LAI difference of Irr1 was caused by leaf
folding. In addition, leaf folding can also cause a decrease in fPAR. From Figure 7, it is clear that
fPAR underwent an obvious increase after watering on Day1 and Day3. Furthermore, changes in LAI
and fPAR will have effects on the measurements reflecting physiological information, including PRI
and SIF.

On the other hand, changes in inner physiology occur to ease the influence of water deficit. Blade
stomata closure and Non-photochemical Quenching (NPQ) can be used as two effective methods from
a physiological perspective. Moreover, changes in stomatal conductance as a result of stomatal closure
will influence NPQ.

First, stomata closure occurs to prevent water vapor loss. As the main channel for the exchange
of water and carbon dioxide, stomata closure will cause the leaf temperature to increase and the leaf
intercellular carbon dioxide concentration to decrease. Thus, leaf or canopy temperature can be used
as an alternative to stomatal conductance [30]. The values of ∆T (canopy temperature) were higher
under stress than they were under stress easing during this experiment. The results indicated canopy
temperature did a great job detecting the water stress and identifying the different water regimes.
However, water stress does not only affect stomatal closure, but also light absorption and light energy
distribution to prevent the formation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) which can damage plants [30].
And SIF or PRI is efficient in monitoring light energy distribution process, for example NPQ and PQ.

Second, Non-photochemical Quenching (NPQ) will increase to cope with stress. Since heat
dissipation (NPQ), chlorophyll fluorescence and photosynthesis (or Photochemical Quenching, PQ)
compete with each other for the use of absorbed light, plants can actively adjust their energy
distribution to adapt to the environment [18,23,26]. NPQ is used by plants as a process to protect
against excess energy. Once activated, NPQ will become the primary mechanism. Because fluorescence
and photochemical yields are affected by NPQ, changes in NPQ will lead to changes in these two yields.
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In this study, at the leaf scale, we estimated the PSII operating efficiency (YII) to examine
photochemical variations. YII first decreases and then increases during a day, and the lowest point
occurs at midday. Under water stress, YII exhibited a significant decrease. These two decreases are
both affected by the increase in NPQ.

At the canopy scale, SIF and PRI were used to study changes in NPQ. PRI was directly related to
the pH-dependent NPQ, which has the highest share of all types of NPQ [19]. However, canopy PRI
is sensitive to the canopy structure, such as LAI. From this study, we know that PRI values showed
obvious differences under the same irrigation conditions. For example, the Irr1 and Irr3 PRI were
different because of their different LAI on Day1. Therefore, we used the relative diurnal PRI change
∆PRI to eliminate the effects of canopy structure. ∆PRI reflects changes in NPQ well. Under water
stress, this value decreased compared to that obtained after re-watering. During a day, it first decreases
at noon and then increases in the afternoon. However, it did not return to its value in the early morning,
as PAR decreased under stress. The main reason for this pattern is the reduced photosynthetic capacity
under water stress. As Figure 9 shows, for stressed plots, YII continued to decrease from morning to
noon, and then a partial recovery in the afternoon except for Day3.

In addition, the SIF, normalized SIF by PAR and SIF yield also exhibited special diurnal variations
at the O2-A and O2-B bands for different water stress conditions because of the NPQ. In the O2-A
band, for stressed plots FFR achieved a maximum at low PAR, which is consistent with that observed
in previous work [31], but FR increased with PAR until noon. At the canopy scale, the SIF intensity
can be affected by both the canopy structure and NPQ. The parameters of canopy structure, including
LAI and the leaf angle inclination distribution, are very important for SIF emission and transfer. First,
absorbed photosynthetically active radiation plays a decisive role that is dominated by LAI and leaf
angle inclination distribution. In addition, the plant effective LAI and leaf angle inclination will change
under drought. Thus, the canopy SIF will change with changes in the canopy structure. In this study,
FFR sharply decreased compared to that observed with no water stress as a result of LAI and leaf
inclination changes. During a day, the degree of leaf folding gradually increases from morning to
midday, which will lead to effective LAI gradually decrease. So the decrease of LAI can lead to reach
the peak at earlier hours in water stressed plants. For FR, fluorescence can be reabsorbed within
leaves and the canopy [10], which means that the greater the LAI is, the stronger the reabsorption
is. Therefore, when the effective LAI decreases, the effect of reabsorption becomes weak. Canopy
structure may be the main reason for the different change patterns between FFR and FR. What more, FR

is only emitted from the PSII while FFR is emitted by both photosystems. This difference can also have
important physiological implications which may lead to their different change patterns. At diurnal
scale, Agati indicated that the ratio between FR and FFR varies in response to the action of NPQ [32].
In this study, the ratio has a special diurnal pattern, but there is no difference between different water
stresses. It had an increase from morning to midday and then had a slightly decrease as shown in
Figure S2. Thus, the ratio is insensitive in response to water stress at canopy scale. Second, SIF yield
can be an indicator of physiological status. The FFR yield and FR yield both decrease from morning to
approximately 15:30 in the afternoon, but the slope and magnitude of the decrease in yield are different
for the FR yield and FFR yield. As the model results obtained by C. van der Tol demonstrated [29],
the steady state yield decreases with increasing irradiance under higher light and drought conditions.
In addition, drought will decrease the carboxylation ability of the plant, which can be represented by
the maximum carboxylation capacity (Vcmo) in the model. In this study, the SIF yield is consistent
with the simulation results obtained using different Vcmo values modeled by C. van der Tol [29].
This is one reason why FFR reaches a maximum at lower PAR for drought plots. For the different
change pattern of FFR and FR, further research is needed to study the effect of canopy structure and
NPQ on them.

However, the relationship between FFR yield and leaf YII or photosynthetic efficiency is complex
and is not a simple linear relationship at different times, as shown in Figure 10. The diurnal FFR yield
at the canopy is complicated by the mixed effect of the canopy structure and changes in the solar
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zenith angle. This mixed effect can have a non-negligible effect on APAR or fPAR. Therefore, in this
study, SIF yielded an apparent fluorescence parameter with both physiological and canopy structure
information. To eliminate the canopy structure effect, using a canopy radiation transfer model to
estimate true APAR is necessary and effective.

In monitoring water stress, it is easy to distinguish whether maize suffer from water stress from
SIF and PRI. However, the above results show that PRI, SIF, and SIF yield exhibit dynamic responses
to environment conditions. In addition, a series of changes occur at different stages for plants, such as
the canopy structure and concentrations of photosynthetic pigments, which play important roles in
determining the magnitudes of SIF and PRI [12,33]. Therefore, it is difficult to predict whether plants
will suffer from drought using only one or several measurements of PRI and SIF during a day if we
do not have control treatment plots. A viable approach to detecting drought is using time series
measurements, which can be high-frequency time series measurements during a day or multi-day time
series measurements. Using high-frequency time series measurements, we can use different indicators
to monitor water stress at different times, as shown in Figure 10.

5. Conclusions

The work presented in this manuscript examined the diurnal responses of SIF and PRI to different
water stress conditions. Using the Automatic Observation System, the continuous diurnal dynamics of
SIF and PRI were captured at the canopy level. The diurnal dynamics of these parameters before and
after watering at the jointing stage were compared.

Our results demonstrate that both the canopy SIF and PRI can dynamically reflect physiological
status information under changing environmental conditions on the diurnal scale. First, the diurnal
variations in FR and FFR at the canopy scale have different change patterns. Although both FR and
FFR decrease under a water deficit, FR always peaked at midday, and the peak of FFR arrived earlier
with the increase in water stress. The leaf YII values under drought conditions were also smaller than
those of the controlled plots, and all plots of diurnal leaf YII gradually decreased from 8:00 to 14:00
and then recovered. In addition, the canopy structure changes because leaf folding affects APAR and
SIF emissions. Thus, the canopy SIF and SIF yield were affected by changes in the NPQ and canopy
structure. Second, the water-stressed and controlled plots had different diurnal PRI variation patterns.
The diurnal curves of ∆PRI from 8:00 to 16:00 were symmetric concave curves and showed minor
changes compared to the controlled plots. Under water stress, ∆PRI decreased rapidly from 8:00 to
13:00, and the maximum range of this decrease was approximately 0.05. Although the ∆PRI values
gradually increased after 13:00, their values at 16:00 were still significantly lower than those at 8:00.
The decreased SIF yields, YII, PRI and higher temperature indicate that a higher NPQ occurred after
noon. To eliminate the effects of canopy structure on PRI and SIF, the next step will be to quantitatively
estimate dynamic variations by combining canopy radiation transfer models and physiological models.

To determine the optimal water stress detection time, it is necessary to find the most obvious
responses of SIF and PRI to stress using time series measurements. The presented datasets indicate
that SIF performed best in the morning from 10:00 to 14:00, and PRI exhibited a remarkable distinction
after midday, as shown in Figure 10. The difference between air temperature and canopy temperature
had a good performance in detecting water stress in the afternoon.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2072-4292/10/10/1510/
s1, Figure S1: Diurnal PRI during experiment, with Day1 to Day4 representing the 4 observation dates (30 July,
31 July, 3 August, 4 August). On the evening of Day1, Irr1 and Irr3 were watered 0.3 m3 and 0.16 m3, respectively.
On the evening of Day3, Irr0, Irr1, Irr2 and Irr3 were watered 0.4 m3, 0.2 m3, 0.3 m3 and 0.16 m3, respectively,
Figure S2: The ratio between FR and FFR of Irr0 and Irr1 in Day1, Table S1: The R2 of fitted data about diurnal FFR
in Figure 2, Table S2: The R2 of fitted data about diurnal FR in Figure 3.
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